Western Union

CLASS OF SERVICE

This is a full-rate Telegram or Cablegram unless its deferred character is indicated by a suitable symbol above or preceding the address.

Symbols

DL = Day Letter
NT = Overnight Telegram
LC = Deferred Cable
NLT = Cable Night Letter
Ship Radiogram

The filing time shown in the date line on telegrams and day letters is STANDARD TIME at point of origin. Time of receipt is STANDARD TIME at point of destination.

NA1117 CABLE=LONDON 24 7
NLT GOVERNOR HERBERT LEHMAN: =ALBANY (NY)=

MUCH APPRECIATE YOUR ACTION PROCLAIMING MARCH SEVENTH CZECHOSLOVAK DAY STOP CONVINCED CZECHOSLOVAK PEOPLE EVERYWHERE WILL VALUE YOUR GESTURE:

BENES.

The Company will appreciate suggestions from its patrons concerning its service.